• Stage II: entorhinal cortex; anterior CA1; transentorhinal cortex; cortical and basolateral nuclei of the amygdala; presubiculum; hypothalamic lateral tuberal nucleus; dentate gyrus.
• Stage III: entorhinal cortex; CA1; perirhinal cortex; presubiculum; amygdala; dentate gyrus; hypothalamic lateral tuberal nucleus; mild involvement of CA2 and CA3; mild involvement of the subiculum; mild involvement of other nuclei of the hypothalamus (i.e. mammillary bodies); mild involvement of the anterior temporal cortex, insular cortex, anterior cingulated gyrus, orbitofrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens, septal nuclei; rare grains in the midbrain.
• Stage IV: moderate to severe additional involvement of the neocortex and brainstem
Clinical symptoms
•Cognitive decline and dementia
•Behavioural abnormalities, personality changes and emotional and mood imbalance
•Episodic memory loss
•Amnesia, irritability and agitation, followed by delusions, dysphoria and apathy
•Mild amnestic cognitive impairment is not uncommon as an initial manifestation of AGD •A small number of patients present with progressive trans-cortical sensory aphasia, prominent abnormal behaviour and aggression, and moderate to severe cognitive impairment consistent with frontotemporal dementia
The presence of AGD plus mild-moderate AD-type pathology is, probably, the cause of dementia and not just the presence of AGD.
The age of onset is around 70 years old. The duration of the disease is between 4 and 8 years
ARGYROPHILIC GRAIN DISEASE: DEMENTIA WITH GRAINS Genetics
The disease appears to be sporadic Not known genetic factors, but for a single hereditary case:
Kovacs GG, Pittman A, Revesz T, Luk C, Lees A, Kiss E, Tariska P, Laszlo L, Molnár K, Molnar MJ, Tolnay M, de Silva R. MAPT S305I mutation: implications for agryrophilic grain disease. Acta Neuropathol 116: 103-118 (2008) The frequency of apolipoprotein E ε4 (ApoE ε4) allele in AGD is similar to that of the general population. Yet the frequency of ApoE ε2 is higher than that observed in AD and controls Association of AGD with tau H1 haplotype is confusing, with both positive and negative results (Togo et al., 2002; Miserez et al., 2003) . 
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